
 

 

 

HOUSEKEEPING EMPLOYEE  |  FULLTIME 
Are you the reliable and enthusiastic colleague we are looking for? Are you able to 

execute very physical and heavy work? Are you the type of person that likes to 

clean until everything shines? And are you always busy with taking care of the 

guests? Then you are the colleague who should join our Housekeeping team in 

Hotel de Hallen!  

 

What are the main tasks you need to execute as a Housekeeping Employee at 

Hotel de Hallen? You are taking care of cleaning the entire hotel. You make the 

hotel rooms shine again and are talented in making up perfect looking beds. In 

addition, providing support for cleaning the publics areas can occur.  

 

 

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

Our new colleague likes to work in a hotel environment. You are precise, have an 

eye for detail and as previously mentioned you are able to perform physical work. 

You already have some experience with cleaning in hotels and/or restaurants.  

 
 

WHAT DO WE OFFER?   

In addition to an amazing workplace and market-based salary, we offer 

 Discount in all hotels and restaurants of Vondel Hotels 

 Collective health insurance and a pension scheme 

 Collective fitness for all our colleagues  

 Travel expenses fee (>10 km) 

 Internal growth opportunities  

 Internal and external training opportunities 

 Sport events  

 An awesome workplace surrounded by art 

 A professional uniform 

 

Moreover, we celebrate 

 Your birthday! 

 Employment from 2,5 years 

 Every year an employee award per hotel 

 New hotel openings  

 

 



 

 

 
 

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR WORKPLACE  

Hotel De Hallen is situated in a former tram depot dating from 1902 – now one of 

Amsterdam’s finest industrial heritage sites. Blue steel and rusty highlights create 

an inspiring backdrop for all of our guests. Imagine: spacious surroundings with an 

abundance of plants, an infusion of vintage Scandinavian furniture and design, and 

a contemporary art collection, handpicked by the owner. This 57-room hotel with 

an industrial look and feel has a beautiful lobby, meeting room, bar, terrace, and 

adjoining Restaurant Remise47. Remise47 has an “urban bistro” style menu, our 

guests enjoy their breakfast, lunch and dinner at our restaurant as well as delicious 

cocktails and bar bites!  

 

 

MAKE IT HAPPEN 

Do you want to be part of a young and ambitious team?  

Then Hotel De Hallen is the perfect fit for you! Do not hesitate and apply. 

Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@vondelhotels.com  
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